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Summary: The aim of the article is to present regulations regarding domestic passenger air carriage contracts. The paper contains an analysis of the applicable provisions, drawing attention to their diverse origins and reciprocal interactions between domestic regulations, international conventions and European Union regulations. The article also contains an overview of the practical consequences of these regulations, manifested in the granting to passengers of particular rights.

The paper focuses also on doubts surrounding domestic regulations applicable to the contract of domestic passenger air carriage. Presented further on is the issue of the exemption of air transport from the application of Polish Transport Law. The consequences of such exemption are described next, in particular the unclear matter of the right of passengers of domestic flights regarding the withdrawal from such contract on the basis of the provisions of Polish Transport Law.
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VI. Summary

**Summary:** The purpose of this article is to analyze the scope of duties and responsibilities of various entities involved in the execution of passenger air carriage contracts in the context of what may the consumer expect, and from whom, starting from when passengers arrive at the airport till the moment when they leave their final destination airport. The basic legal relation concerning the carriage of passengers and their baggage is formed between the passenger and their carrier. However, effective implementation of the contract requires involvement of other entities too, in particular airport operators and a ground handling agents, albeit they are not parties to the contract of carriage. However, each of these entities, while performing their duties, may contribute to the failure or to the improper performance of the contract of carriage. The article describes a passenger’s journey, indicating the duties and roles played by particular entities and indicating the scope of their potential civil liability. The article indicates also the possibilities of enforcing passenger rights, including compensation of damages, under international, European and national law.
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Summary: The issue of subsidies control in the global air transport market is a controversial one. In order to regulate this sphere, both political consensus of the States involved as well as an effective enforcement mechanism is required. One may even say that the very nature of public international law precludes the introduction of sufficiently effective measures that would prevent competition distortion as a result of subsidization. Public financing of airport infrastructure, which could be considered as granting undue advantage to airlines operating from that hub, serves as a prime example of the above challenges. This paper provides a feasibility analysis of the introduction of a system of international control of indirect subsidies – measures where the recipient is not the sole beneficiary of the aid. The analysis is conducted through the lens of the European concept of State Aid, as introduced in the international agreements between the EU and non-member States.  
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Summary: The terrorist attack on Brussels of 22 March 2016 is an event that shall for long remain in humanity’s memory as a brutal assault striking not only at the Belgian community, but also Europe and the world as a whole. The purpose of this article is to analyse the attack at Zaventem International Airport from the juridical perspective. In the introduction, the facts relating to the attack are briefly presented, followed by a detailed overview of the term ‘terrorism’ on the basis of several legal acts, including the Penal Code of Belgium. The principal part of the text is devoted to an extensive study of international law. Treaties related to aerial terrorism are analysed. This includes the Beijing Convention which, once it enters into force, shall considerably change the aviation security system. Included in the article is also an analysis of relevant EU legislation, mainly Council Framework Decision of 13 June 2002 on combating terrorism. The paper closes with some remarks on the future of security in civil aviation.
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Summary: The article concerns the integration of the unmanned aircraft system with EU civil aviation. The paper presents the basic concepts and terminology used by international organizations (such as ICAO, EASA) and in Poland. Described are elements of an unmanned air system and the possibilities of its use. The paper shows also the process of shaping the legal framework of the EU system relating to the functioning of unmanned aerial vehicles and the conditions and prospects of its implementation. The article discusses also the operation of unmanned aircraft in Poland.
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**Summary:** The article aims to present the role of the Polish competition authority – the President of UOKiK – in protecting the rights of air passengers under Polish law. The paper discusses Polish law that enables the President of UOKiK to take action against air carriers and presents a practical approach to the issue by providing information on current activities described in reports on the inspection of airlines.
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III. Summary

**Summary:** The article presents the Interpretive Guidelines of the European Commission on Regulation (EC) no 261/2004 concerning events which grant rights to air passengers on the basis of this Act. The subject-matter of the analysis focuses therefore on: denied boarding, cancellation, delays and placing a passenger in a higher or lower travel class. Such problems concern vital interests of individuals that use the services provided by air carriers, as reflected in the jurisprudence of the Court of Justice. The Guidelines relate to established jurisprudential practice and present coherent interpretation of Regulation no 261/2004. The aim of the article is to outline the interpretative guidelines of the Commission concerning issues which are most frequently raised by interested persons.
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Summary: In aviation law of the EU, the issue of air traffic management (ATM) and air navigation services (ANS) are included in regulations relating to the Single European Sky (SES) and those concerning the operation of the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA). This article presents a review of selected operating regulations and economic aspects of the activities of the ATM/ANS service providers in the airspace of EU Member States and countries participating in the SES programme.
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